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About This Content
Due to free games not remaining in a player's Steam library after uninstalling, this DLC has been created with some additional
content for those who want to keep it in their collection. There are no new achievements with this DLC, to ensure that all
players can 100% complete the game with just the free version.
It includes:
- Extended version of the game soundtrack, with 5 new tracks
- A 10 page pdf book of the original sketches used in the game
- 4 short deleted scenes not included in the original game (total gameplay ~ 5 minutes).
Note that the extra scenes are in no way a sequel or expansion to the main game - think of them more like deleted scenes on a
film's DVD extras. These will not appear in the base game, but have their own launcher.
The files will be installed in your Sisyphus Reborn folder within the Steam folder, for example: C:\Program
Files\Steam\SteamApps\common\Sisyphus Reborn\Extras
Extended soundtrack listing:
1. Intro
2. The Cave
3. The Desert
4. The Hermit
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5. The Nothing
6. Sisyphus Reborn
7. This Path Was My Own
8. The Desert - Remix
9. Main Theme - Musicbox
10. Echoes In Eternity
11. The Hermit - Piano Version
12. The Lost Soul
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Title: Sisyphus Reborn - Collector's Edition
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Myshkin Entertainment
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2016

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP
Processor: 500 MHz
Memory: 128 MB RAM
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 170 MB available space

English,German
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Pretty fun!. A fun arcade game with qiuite a few sim elements like cockpit and (some) functional guages\/instruments..
hopefully all cockpit instruments will be made functional in due cource..... I liked this game. It was fun and the characters were
engaging. However, I will say it was easy and short. And I felt this game was part of a much greater fan-fiction I'd never heard
of before. Still, I enjoyed it.. Remember the old Vectrix games console of the early 1980's?? These guys clearly do! I personally
think the graphics in this game are superb and play a huge part in the game's charm. The races are quite challenging, not least
because the AI racers are rather ruthless in their use of the available power-ups and aren't afraid to use dirty tricks to get past
you. Fantastic game, you really need to have this in your collection!. What a trip down memory lane! I've wanted to be able to
play this game again and now I can. It shows its age even with the graphical enhancements but it's still a great D&D based game.
Glad to be able to replay this old classic that I put many hours into back in the day.
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Really great for someone who is just starting off an proffesionals. Persoanlly I use it for messing around but im sure it could be
turned into so much more. If you are looking for a good music editing\/making software I would most deffinetly suggest this..
Worst game ever. Honestly, I don't think that the asking price is justified based on the amount of content in the game. You pick
an animal and cause as much damage as possible. Score enough points and you can move on to the next map (there are about 7
if memory serves). While there are different animals to play as on each map, the overall gameplay felt empty and just wasn't
fun. I'm sorry to say it, but my Android phone has games on it that are both cheaper and more in-depth than this.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmcMCvRJo_w. I don't wanna sacrifice the little homunculi loli girls, but my daughter is
dead :(. i couldn't get pass " enter a name" it doesn't matter what i enter as a name it might be "dsadbias" or whatever and it
doesn't matter cause nothing happens upon clicking the stupid "yes" button. This game is fun, and with that I mean it's so bad it's
hillarious. I wouldn't be surprised if someone has suffered from motion sickness trying to play at close quarters in first person
view, the aiming of this game is... bizarre to say the least, it's so quirky that you can't describe it. Worst of all though is the lack
of challenge, there are more weapons in the game that kill zombies with one shot than not, the game is way too generous with
ammo and grenades, the zombies are too slow and you have too much health. I think my grandma could play this game and
actually finish a level without dying.. Ok...let's see well i love tycoon,ecom sims,soo i am willing to try anything once Right??
So they tell us new artist coming soon..so i will let that one go.
I LOVE the idea of the game! but right now ,,not the game,,,i tried to play the game,could only play in windows mode,and after
playing for about 30 mins or sooo...
I COULD NOT SAVE THE GAME!!!!!
soo lol great idea ,but the game is not ready for the public.. Very interesting!. too old
try Total War: Rome II+
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